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Sometimes love is for a moment, Sometimes love is for a lifetime,
Sometimes a moment is a lifetime.
by ~ Pamela Adams
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Welcome Everyone and especially those receiving this news letter for the first time. Summer is upon us once again. It’s a
time for a slower pace, enjoying time outdoors and sometimes vacations. For those of us who have lost a family member,
what should be an enjoyable relaxing time can generate feelings of sadness and frustration as we try to do the things we
used to, without a big part of our picture with us. For some bereaved parents attending a bereavement group can bring
comfort and understanding. Our meetings are held once a month for 1 1/2 or two hours in the evening. Our meetings
should not be confused with counseling sessions. Participants are all bereaved parents (guardians), or grandparents who
are dealing with the death of a child. We have been where you are and we continue to return to offer friendship and support through the natural grieving process after a child dies. Remember that chapter volunteers are grieving, too. We are
not paid staff and do not work for you, yet strive to reach out and facilitate through peer support.
At the meetings You will hear from others whose child died from pre-birth to adulthood. Some who attend will be young
and some will be old. Some will be women and some will be men.
If you're shy or unable to talk about your loss, you do not have to speak, although you will have the opportunity. No one
is forced to talk about his or her loss. Sometimes we are quiet for long pauses. Much can be gained by listening. Some
people believe it’s harder to talk in front of strangers about something so intimate as the loss of a child, but because everyone else at the meeting has had a similar experience, they understand much of what you are feeling and you will eventually reach a comfort level with those you meet. A point to always keep in mind is that what is said in the meeting stays in
the meeting. The privacy of our members is important. We're all there to work toward healing.
It may be hard for you to believe, but occasionally you will hear laughter. This is not a dishonor to any child. Rather it is
often a reaction to a wonderful memory of a child.
When you come to a meeting of The Compassionate Friends, we ask that you attend at least three meetings before you
decide if the group is for you. For many, the first meeting may also be the first time you've been able to talk about what
has happened to you and to your family and to your child. This can bring a lot of emotion to the forefront, emotion which
seems to disappear over the months as you talk about your loss. Don't worry, we'll bring the tissues. Tears are a natural
release for a grieving person and is a way to help cleanse the body of toxins.

The Editor
NEW BEGINNINGS
For each of us life is full of new beginnings. The death
of our children was a beginning as well as an end, a
beginning we did not choose. It is up to us to decide
what our lives will be like form this day forward.
Obviously, nothing will ever be the same again. It is up
to establish a new normal. The question is “How do we
go about it?”
♥ The first step is to decide that you will begin again.
The alternative is to pretend nothing has changed.
♥ Evaluate your life as it is, and discard or modify anything that is unhelpful.
♥ Forgive yourself for the real or imagined mistakes
you have made.
♥ Listen to your inner self. Recognize your need for
help.
♥ Ask God and others for guidance.
♥ Make new goals. Organize and make priorities.
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Grief: Coping with reminders after a loss
Grief doesn't magically end at a certain point after a loved one's death. Reminders often bring back the pain of
loss. Here's help coping — and healing.
When a loved one dies, you might be faced with grief over your loss again and again — sometimes even years
later. Feelings of grief might return on the anniversary of your loved one's death or other special days throughout
the year.
These feelings, sometimes called an anniversary reaction, aren't necessarily a setback in the grieving process.
They're a reflection that your loved one's life was important to you.
To continue on the path toward healing, know what to expect — and how to cope with reminders of your loss.

Reminders can be anywhere
Certain reminders of your loved one might be inevitable, such as a visit to the loved one's grave, the anniversary
of the person's death, holidays, birthdays or new events you know he or she would have enjoyed. Even memorial
celebrations for others can trigger the pain of your own loss.
Reminders also can be tied to sights, sounds and smells — and they can be unexpected. You might suddenly be
flooded with emotions when you drive by the restaurant your partner loved or when you hear your child's favorite
song.

What to expect when grief returns
The course of grief is unpredictable. Anniversary reactions can last for days at a time or — in more extreme cases
— much longer. During an anniversary reaction you might experience the intense emotions and reactions that you
first experienced when you lost your loved one, including:
 Anger
 Anxiety
 Crying spells
 Depression
 Fatigue, or lack of energy
 Guilt
 Loneliness
 Pain
 Sadness
 Trouble sleeping
Anniversary reactions can also evoke powerful memories of the feelings and events surrounding your loved one's
death. For example, you might remember in great detail where you were and what you were doing when your
loved one died.
by ~ Mayo Clinic Staff

Those we love don’t walk away
They live beside us everyday
Unseen, unheard, but always near.
Still loved, still missed and very dear.

Tears are the safety valve
of the heart
When too much pressure
is laid on it.
By Albert Smith
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Tips to cope with reawakened grief
Even years after a loss, you might continue to feel sadness when you're confronted with reminders of your loved
one's death. As you continue healing, take steps to cope with reminders of your loss. For example:


Be prepared. Anniversary reactions are normal. Knowing that you're likely to experience anniversary reactions can help you understand them and even turn them into opportunities for healing.
 Plan a distraction. Schedule a gathering or a visit with friends or loved ones during times when you're likely
to feel alone or be reminded of your loved one's death.
 Reminisce about your relationship. Focus on the good things about your relationship with your loved one
and the time you had together, rather than the loss. Write a letter to your loved one or a note about some of
your good memories. You can add to this note anytime.
 Start a new tradition. Make a donation to a charitable organization in your loved one's name on birthdays or
holidays, or plant a tree in honor of your loved one.
 Connect with others. Draw friends and loved ones close to you, including people who were special to your
loved one. Find someone who'll encourage you to talk about your loss. Stay connected to your usual support
systems, such as spiritual leaders and social groups. Consider joining a bereavement support group.
Allow yourself to feel a range of emotions. It's OK to be sad and feel a sense of loss, but also allow yourself
to experience joy and happiness. As you celebrate special times, you might find yourself both laughing and
crying.

When grief becomes overly intense
There's no time limit for grief, and anniversary reactions can leave you reeling. Still, the intensity of grief tends to
lessen with time.
If your grief gets worse over time instead of better or interferes with your ability to function in daily life, consult a
grief counselor or other mental health provider. Unresolved or complicated grief can lead to depression, other
mental health problems and other medical conditions. With professional help, however, you can re-establish a
sense of control and direction in your life — and return to the path toward healing.

There are things
that we don’t
want to happen
But have to accept
Things we don’t
want to know
But have to learn
And people we
can’t live without
But have to let go.
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COPING WITH SPECIAL OCCASIONS
There are many days in the year that are signiﬁcant for bereaved families. Some of them are public festivals
when the whole world seems to be celebrating; others are directly related to our family, such as our child’s
birthday and the day he or she died. We feel apprehensive as we contemplate these days, especially in the early
years of our bereavement, and wonder how to survive them.
Planning for such occasions does not take away the pain, but can help us to get through the day. Each of us
within the family grieves in our own particular way and at our own pace, so we need to take each other into
consideration when making these plans. We should talk to each other, about how we are feeling or what we
might want to do.
Thinking and talking together can help us to prepare ourselves for the approaching special day, and sometimes
when these plans do go right, the day can bring surprising comfort to us. If we tell other people about our
thoughts, whether individual or shared in the family, then they might well understand us better.
It is not always easy for people, even the closest of family or friends, or the most caring of people, to appreciate
how our bereavement is central in our minds. We should try not to be too inﬂuenced by what others think, or
by what we imagine they expect of us. Hopefully, as time passes, we will receive the support which is necessary
when our grief s totally exhausts us and our energy reserves are low. We should try to be gentle with ourselves
and each other, including those people who wish to help and encourage us, even if, at times and in some situations, they do neither.
Birthdays are quite diﬃcult. For us as parents, the birthday of our child recalls the day he or she was born, and
after their death, when we are bereaved parents, it becomes a poignant and regular reminder of what we have
lost.
Not all members of the family may share the same feelings, but saying this does not deny that siblings can be
really saddened and emotionally aﬀected by the death of a brother or sister, whether older or younger than
themselves. Grandparents too can be extremely distressed by all the sadness and pain around them. Our own
birthdays, and those of our surviving children, will often be sad because of the missing person from our family.
The anniversary of the day our son or daughter dies is also diﬃcult, but diﬀerent. It is a new milestone, and not
a celebration in any sense of the word. Some people will remember the date, and send us messages of sympathy, but as time goes by it can become a date only we and a few close family and friends will mark. In some
places, it may be possible to put an in Memoriam notice in a local newspaper, and after many years, we can be
comforted by a welcome response to such an item. In some churches, there are regular ‘Year's Mind’ lists of
congregation members and their families who have died. The reading of this list in a service, with our child’s
name on it, can recognize the signiﬁcance of this particular date.
We choose (if possible) to take a day oﬀ work on this anniversary; we go for a walk, take flowers to the grave, or
just stay at home. It is a day for BEING KIND TO OURSELVES. Family weddings can be very stressful. If our
adult son or daughter who has died was unmarried, their absence makes us painfully aware that this is a day
that they themselves may have been denied, and that we as parents will never enjoy the happiness of seeing
him or her marry or of becoming grandparents to their children. If our married son or daughter has died, our
grief might well be added to by the pain and distress we see in our son-in-law or daughter-in-law. How can we
help? If we are invited to a wedding of other relatives or friends, neighbors or work colleagues, we would want
everyone to be happy at such an event, but the loss of our son or daughter casts a dark shadow over our own
feelings.
We may decide that it would be better for us not to attend at all, or for us to stay for only part of the celebrations. However, in some circumstances, we would really want to be there, in a way representing our child—
perhaps at the wedding of one of their friends. Of course, for the wedding of any other of our own children,
many conﬂicting thoughts could ﬁll our day, and the preparations for it. Perhaps this is one occasion in which
we feel we must try to be the ‘strong ones’, even if surrounded by excited family and friends.
Lifted from TCF VIC Newsletter
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Learning the Hard Way
My husband, David, and I used to attend his university’s
semi-annual alumni meetings. There was a couple who
drove in for these meetings from a town an hour and a half
away. Through the years, we developed a nice friendship,
often going out to dinner together after the meetings. Then
one day, we heard that Fred and Jean’s eleven-year-old
son, Russ, had been struck and killed by a car while he
was riding his bike. Although we were terribly saddened to
hear about Russ, we just never got around to doing anything to express our sympathy. Jean and Fred didn’t come
to the alumni meetings for a couple of years, so we simply
never saw them. Finally, they came to a special function.
When I saw Jean, I asked her how she was getting along,
and her reply was, “I didn’t know if you had heard.” Typically uncomfortable, I responded by saying something like,
“Yes, I knew, but I just couldn’t handle it. That’s why you
haven’t heard from us.” They quit attending the meetings,
so that was the last time we saw them for ten years.
In the tenth year, our daughter, Paige, died following a sixmonth illness. We had been told from the beginning that
her brain tumor was a bad one and that she would not survive. One of the things I had time to think about during the
time was the awful way we had treated Fred and Jean;
Soon after Paige’s death, I felt compelled to write them a
long letter of apology, explaining that we now understood
better what they had experienced, and that if they could
“handle” the death of their child, surely we should have
been able to.
Immediately upon receiving my letter, Fred called to say
they were on their way to Nashville to take us to dinner. We
had a wonderful reunion with lots of talking and some
tears. Dave asked Fred if he ever thought about Russ.
Smiling, he replied, “I think about him every day. Do you
want to see his picture?” And he proceeded to pull from his
billfold not only his son’s photograph, but the obituary as
well. This was one of our first lessons about grief: it’s okay
to remember our child. Jean and Fred, these kind, forgiving
people, helped us to realize that if sometimes folks don’t
respond exactly the way we’d like for them to, it isn’t a lack
of love for us or our child, but simply an example of human
frailty. Because of their wonderful attitude we were able to
be more understanding when we failed to hear from two
families in distant cities who had been long-time friends.
We also found ourselves more tolerant when inappropriate
remarks were made to us. Any small effort should be appreciated – and is!
by ~ Peggy Gibson, TCF Nashville, TN
In loving memory of my daughter, Paige
Lifted from Seattle King County Chapter
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What About Vacations?
When your heart is hurting after the loss of a loved one, you wonder if you will ever be
able to "take a vacation" from grief. There are many answers to this question. The secret
is to find the right one for you.
Vacations for my family were spent mostly at home. Our work schedules rarely permitted
us time to go away and with three children we found traveling to be expensive. I have
always lived on Long Island (NY), and my parents brainwashed us to think that living on
Long Island was a permanent vacation. Do you think they worked for the tourist board?
After my 19 year old daughter, Peggy, and my 21 year old son, Denis, died in the same automobile accident, I
never planned a vacation to "get away" from my surroundings. My home was my "nest" and the source of great
comfort to me. Not everybody feels this way. Staying with the familiar made me feel comfortable. Having my support circle nearby was important to me. Enjoying the pleasures that I had shared with Peggy and Denis kept
them close to my heart. Even though tears could accompany these pleasures, the tears were healing. Whether it
was simply walking along the beach where we had many family outings, or sitting by the pool where we had
spent so many hours with swim team, or watching a soccer game which took so much of our time with three
teams in the family, or noticing their favorite colors, flowers, TV programs, or foods. These things helped reinforce their presence forever in my mind, never to be erased.
Some families agonize whether to go away for a vacation after losing a loved one and some families can't get
away fast enough! So you see how different we all are. It's tough for husbands and wives who disagree about
vacation plans to find a reasonable "compromise" to give relief to their individual styles of grieving. The rule of
thumb is: Do what helps you. If taking a cruise, or flying to a distant sunny haven, or visiting a mountain or seaside retreat, or just relaxing at a nearby resort helps you gain a moment of peace, do it. But one thing I must caution you about, don't go alone. There is time to reflect or quietly meditate wherever you are, but when you are
hurting so terribly, it is not wise to be alone for long periods of time. However, it is good to have someone to
share your thoughts with, releasing some of those feelings that are haunting you. Having a good listener with
you is wonderful medicine for you. It's also good to have someone to hug. Remember, you need 4 hugs a day
for survival, 8 hugs a day for maintenance, and 12 hugs a day for growth. Therefore, make sure you vacation
with the right person!
Many grieving families that I have met have found solace in a trip "away" from their home base. Sometimes, just
the change is what they need. Other times, it's leaving work or that "empty chair" behind. A little sunshine can
warm our souls, so the warmer climates appeal to us and seem to bring an inner cheer. I know I am a "sunshine"
person and can accomplish ten times as much on a sunny day, so I'm sure a sunny vacation would be productive for me.
In my early days of bereavement, I found that taking a little photo album like a "grandma's brag book" with me,
filled with my favorite pictures of my Peggy and Denis, made it feel as if they were with me. Packing that album
in every pocketbook I used, whether the large everyday variety or the tiny evening bag, it was like a pacifier to
me. When a friend of mine told me that she dreaded going on vacation "without her daughter along," I suggested
she take a little picture album, crammed full of her daughter's snapshots, with her on the trip and she did. When
she returned, she called me and happily announced that it had made a difference to her, releasing some of that
emptiness she had felt. So take a chance and try something different to help your heart. You might surprise
yourself!
Other bereaved friends could not bear to stay home for major holidays and off they flew to far-away vacation
spots. That worked for them, getting away from the hoopla of the holidays and the family gatherings that they did
not feel strong enough yet to attend. Some of these bereaved families said they found a respite from their grief
while "on vacation" but that coming home was the hardest, causing feelings of depression when they returned.
So, we all have to find the balance that fits our lives.
It doesn't happen overnight. It's something that requires "trial and error" by us to find the blend that lifts our spirits. Vacations can be a time of "renewal" for us. We all know that we need a vacation "from grief." We just have
to figure out what kind of vacation our own heart needs. Good luck!
by ~ Elaine Stillwell
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TO BEREAVED FATHERS
Who ache but feel they must carry on.
Who are frightened but can’t show their fear.
Who are angry but cannot strike out.
Who are lonely but have to smile.
Who grieve but must be strong.
Who love but are afraid to show their love.
Whose tears cannot fall.
Bereaved fathers are often desperately tragic people
caught in a trap of society’s expectations. Our co-workers,
friends and family expect that we will, indeed, be strong –
that we will do all in our power to ensure that life carries on.
They expect that our behavior and temperament will
remain consistent, and that through our attitudes and
actions others will be able to observe our will to survive
despite the enormity of our loss.
Unfortunately the world does not always work the way
we want. Bereaved fathers do ache. We are afraid and
angry. We are lonely and we cry in silent places. We
question our sanity and our will to survive. We want to run
and hide from our sorrow. And we carry a heavy burden of
guilt for not “living up” to society’s expectations.
As difficult as it may be, take the risks and develop the
courage to express the way you feel.
by ~ Trevor and Audrey Roadhouse, Regina, SK, Canada
In memory of Robert Tristan Roadhouse (1/15/74-2/12/84)
From Reflections from the Heart, TCF, Canada

WHAT GRIEVING GRANDPARENTS
CAN DO FOR THEIR CHILDREN
1. Encourage talking. Like you, bereaved
parents have a strong need to talk about
what they think and feel.
2. Allow your child to cry. Crying, even
sobbing, is healthy and necessary.
3. Talk about your grandchild. Don’t
worry that it will make your child cry.
4. Listen to your bereaved child. The
greatest gift you can give your child is to
listen.
5. Physical support is important. You
can certainly help your child in this respect if you live close by. The fatigue
that
is part of grief is debilitating.
6. Take the surviving grandchildren for a
day or afternoon. This will give your bereaved child some time.
7. Physically hold your child.
From - “For Bereaved Grandparents”
by ~ Margaret H. Gerner

THE MONTH OF JUNE
June along with all of its many usual celebrations has
arrived. This month brings us: Father’s Day, the end of the
school year, graduations, and naturally there will be some
of us who will face the dream June weddings of children
from other families and friends instead of our own. June
can become a most overwhelmingly busy month by
comparison to the imaginary lazy days of summer one
might conjure up in the corner of one’s mind. So much for
tranquility and escape in the trials of overcoming the whip
of grief’s blow!
Yet, on the other side of the story, June, complete with
the entire bustle, will be loyal. June will still bring the
grieving parent warm summer nights to stroll and ponder
over old consoling memories under starlit skies. June will
be faithful to still soft breezes in the cemeteries and special
places we all visit to quietly cry. June is one of those caring
months that tries to calm one’s soul, promising to give each
of us a small measure of comfort whenever possible. For
this I am always thankful.
My prayer this month is that June will wrap her arms
around each who grieve and embrace you with
peacefulness beyond this world. May we always remember
our children are within our hearts and we walk this path
among compassionate friends!
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PARENTS GRIEF The Tragic Loss of a Child
Type of Loss

BLAME

Parents grief...
There are many different types of losses by
death that may occur, we have made note of
how difficult and trying most of them can be.
Grief following sudden death, trauma, suicide
or murder can be very hard to deal with due to
the emotional overlay usually present.

Parent's grief…

But no matter how one loses a child, whether
by prolonged illness or sudden death, the loss
of a child is perhaps the most profound, the
most overwhelming, the most inconsolable of
losses to deal with.

Accusations you make during the shock and anger of your child's death can cause irreparable
damage to your family or marriage. Hold your
tongue now so you'll have no regrets later.

There are many reasons for this:
 It violates the natural order of things--- your
children are not supposed to die before
you.
 Your love for your child is unconditional
and pure--- perhaps the most profound of
attachments you will ever have.
 It evokes rage at the injustice of it all--- it's
not fair for an innocent to lose his potential
and fail to see his dreams fulfilled.

STIGMA

GUILT

If they do show up later in your mourning, it will be
to encourage you to get over the loss. Why? Grief
due to losing a child is so painful that they just want
it to go away. If only it were that easy!

Parent's grief...
You as a parent are responsible for the well-being
of your children. No matter how random the accident was, you will probably feel like you let your
baby down. You may feel responsible for the
death, even if that blame is not justified. A woman
may blame a miscarriage or stillbirth on something she did during pregnancy.
The uncertain causes of a SIDS death brings a
special kind of guilty hell for parents who think
there was something they could have done to prevent the death. Guilt is almost always present in
the death of a child. We are so very sorry for the
loss of your child and wish you strength to make it
through.

It is very common for bereaved parents to have
a strong need to blame someone for the death of
their child, and/or to find the cause. You must
take care, however, to avoid unfairly blaming
other family members or your spouse.

Parent's grief...
Following the loss of your child, you may find that
some of your friends avoid you. The death will make
them very uncomfortable. It may force them to contemplate the mortality of their own kids (It could happen to them).
Friends and acquaintances just don't know what to
say or how to help you. If only they knew that all you
wanted was for them to listen! Sadly, emotional and
social support is often withdrawn when you need it
the most.

It has been said that a major tragedy will either bind
a couple together, or tear them apart. It's true. If
your marriage or relationship was conflicted or on
shaky ground before this tragedy happens, it may
be difficult to save it.
In lashing out at the injustice of the loss, you may
well blame your partner for the death, which can be
devastating. People also grieve in different ways, so
try not to misunderstand motives, reactions and
feelings that may be different from yours.
Marriage counseling may help you two see what is
happening to you, and perhaps help save the marriage. Hopefully, after the initial shock has worn off,
you will reach for each other for support at this most
difficult time.
(Continued on the next page)
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(Continued from the previous page)

The Death of a Baby:
Stillbirth, Miscarriage, Abortion & Infant
Death
Parent's grief...
Your baby's death is the most painful and traumatic
thing that could ever happen you. Aside from the features described above about the loss of a child of any
age, infant death comes with a set of problems all it's
own.
Outsiders don't look at the death of an infant in quite the
same way as they do older children. Either consciously
or subconsciously, they don't feel that the loss should
be as great, or the grief as long, because you did not
know the child as long as you would an older child.
Now, you know how absurd this is, but try to understand; that is the reason for their lack of empathy. (In
their mind, it's "just a miscarriage"). They may not understand your intense grief, or not know what to say. In
their efforts to comfort you, they may say something
incredibly stupid or hurtful, like:





"Well, at least you're young enough to have more
children."
"You were lucky that you miscarried early in your
pregnancy."
"Thank God you didn't bring the baby home from the
hospital."

How insensitive! Try to find it in your heart to forgive
their ignorance. They surely do mean well. Tragedy can
be awkward and foreign to them.
Even in an early term miscarriage, it is important for you
to affirm your great loss and mourn fully. It was not "just
a miscarriage" to you... it was YOUR BABY.
Mothers and fathers begin emotional bonding long before they get to know a child on the outside. The fluttering of life inside you... when the father feels the kicking... that's when you start being parents in your hearts.
Whether due to miscarriage, abortion, stillbirth or infant
death, it's a great loss for you both. You have experienced the loss of a loved one, and you may grieve for a
very long time. This is normal and should be encouraged.
Abortion... the hidden death. Often, abortion is a secret
loss that you would rather forget. You may feel relieved
on the surface, but loss by abortion must be mourned,
too. Do not rob yourself of the much-needed period of
grief to bring resolution to the experience.
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Parent's grief...
Due to circumstances, you may not have
many physical "remembrances" of your lost
child. Try to find some. Photos, hospital records, certificates, a baby blanket or knit
cap, footprint, lock of hair, nursery bracelet,
and sympathy cards can all help enforce the
importance of your loss. Make a baby book
or keep your mementos in a special box.
Name the baby, no matter what age of gestation. Have a funeral or memorial service.
Claim your right to grieve fully. Fathers
need to grieve, too. Just because they are
supposed to be the "strong silent protectors" doesn't mean they don't feel the pain
of loss deeply and need to grieve as well.
Parents who have lost a child can feel alone
and unsupported in their grief... because
they usually are. Support groups of other
bereaved parents can be especially helpful
to you, because those folks will understand
better than anyone else the pain you feel.
While friends and acquaintances may feel
uncomfortable listening to you express your
grief, support groups will be much more apt
to lend a sympathetic ear. Those who have
"been there" can truly understand and accept your grief.
Lifted from ~
https://www.recover-from-grief.com/parents-grief.html

"Grief knits two hearts in closer
bonds than happiness ever can;
and common sufferings are far
stronger links than common joys"
by ~Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869)
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Silent Tears
Each day as evening starts to set
The ache builds in her chest
She knows that she must go to bed
And try to get some rest
She hugs her tearstained pillow
close
When no one is around
And cries for one she loved and lost
And screams without a sound
Others see her in the day
And think she’s doing well
But every day as evening sets
She enter her own hell
Time hasn’t healed her pain at all
Or quieted her fears
So every night, alone in bed
She sheds those silent tears
by ~ KP
Lifted from Out of the Ashes/FB

When to seek professional help for grief
If you recognize any of the above symptoms of complicated grief
or clinical depression, talk to a mental health professional right
away. Left untreated, complicated grief and depression can lead
to significant emotional damage, life-threatening health problems, and even suicide. But treatment can help you get better.
Contact a grief counselor or professional therapist if you:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feel like life isn’t worth living
Wish you had died with your loved one
Blame yourself for the loss or for failing to prevent it
Feel numb and disconnected from others for more than a few
weeks
5. Are having difficulty trusting others since your loss
6. Are unable to perform your normal daily activities
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I saw this on Facebook and really felt the need to
share it because of the tremendous loss of our
adolescents due to opiates. I have NEVER seen a
more perfect poem, written in the saddest way.
"I destroy homes, tear families... apart - take your
children, and that's just the start.
I'm more costly than diamonds,
more costly than gold the sorrow I bring is a sight to behold.
And if you need me, remember I'm easily found.
I live all around you, in schools and in town.
I live with the rich, I live with the poor,
I live down the street, and maybe next door.
My power is awesome - try me you'll see.
But if you do, you may never break free.
Just try me once and I might let you go,
but try me twice, and I'll own your soul.
When I possess you, you'll steal and you'll lie.
You'll do what you have to just to get high.
The crimes you'll commit, for my narcotic charms,
will be worth the pleasure you'll feel in your arms.
You'll lie to your mother;
you'll steal from your dad.
When you see their tears, you should feel sad.
But you'll forget your morals and
how you were raised.
I'll be your conscience, I'll teach you my ways.
I take kids from parents, and parents from kids,
I turn people from God,
and separate from friends.
I'll take everything from you,
your looks and your pride,
I'll be with you always, right by your side.
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You'll give up everything - your family,
your home, your friends, your money,
then you'll be alone.
I'll take and I'll take,
till you have nothing more to give.
When I'm finished with you you'll be lucky to live.
If you try me be warned this is no game.
If given the chance, I'll drive you insane.
I'll ravish your body, I'll control your mind.
I'll own you completely; your soul will be mine.
The nightmares I'll give you while lying in bed.
The voices you'll hear from inside your head.
The sweats, the shakes, the visions you'll see.
I want you to know, these are all gifts from me.
But then it's too late, and you'll know in your
heart, that you are mine, and we shall not part.
You'll regret that you tried me, they always do.
But you came to me, not I to you.
You knew this would happen.
Many times you were told, but you challenged
my power, and chose to be bold.
You could have said no, and just walked away.
If you could live that day over, now what would
you say?
I'll be your master; you will be my slave.
I'll even go with you, when you go to your grave.
Now that you have met me, what will you do?
Will you try me or not?
Its all up to you.
I can bring you more misery than words can tell.
Come take my hand, let me lead you to hell."
Signed
DRUGS
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Angel Dates:
1 June 2005
1 June 2003
4 June 2012
7 June 2010
10 June 2009
15 June 2013
21 June 2004
21 June 2006
22 June 1971
24 June 1973
25 June 2016
27 June 2011
28 June 2006
28 June 2010
30 June 1986
1 July 2009
1 July 2008
2 July 2009
4 July 2014
5 July 2015
5 July 2003
6 July 2016
7 July 2008
8 July 1996
9 July 2009
9 July 2009
12 July 2001
15 July 2007
16 July 2005
19 July 2010
20 July 2008
24 July 1999
24 July 2011
26 July 1987
26 July 2001
26 July 2004
26 July 2003
27 July 2016
28 July 1995
28 July 2005
28 July 2005
28 July 2010
28 July 2016
29 July 2002
8 August 2009
8 August 2014
15 August 2009
16 August 2010
16 August 2014
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Michael John Rudisill
Bo Darnell
Cal Wade Newsham
Kim Todd
Charlie Dakota Jordan
Bradley Michael Thomas
Glenn Alexander
Malcolm Gordon
Bruno Bertetti
Susannah Sosnowsky
Alexa Brianna Braden
Lola Potash
Michael Gingell
Darin Michael Brierly
Jessica Lynn Esau
Mandy Lauren Lutgen
Thomas Russell Milburn
Andrew Scott Walker
Miles Douglas Wohlford
Judd Samuel Rueben
Kimberly Dawn
Kelsey Leigh Machnau
Michelle Bowman
Andy Woods
Edward Austin Blackburn
Sam Treschow
Kelsey Alia Korberg
Chris Klotz
Todd Trenholme
Cole Devon Barr
Scott Donald John Eek
Douglas Frost
Sonya Renee Anne Kalin
Jason Degner
John Vammen
Steven Candida
Benjamin Shigrov
Jordan Gert Siegmueller
Lyle Ross Luchak
Michael Justin
Devon Truant
Todd Steven Hardy
Jon Newton-Rolfe
Ian Gordon Minion

24
50
39
36
9
18
43
31
4
Baby
Baby
4
28
15
Baby
28
20
21
14
40
20
47
38
18
19
18
20
18
31
26
19
19
38
Baby
27
18
19
24
18
29
27
52
45
37

Devin Sean Paul Quinn
Kevin George Verner Fors
Chelsea Rankin
Brandon William Beday
Justin Charbonneau

21
49
35
33
20

Son of Marian Rudisill
Son of Dorothy Larsen
Son of Cal & Glenice Newsham
Daughter of Leah Todd
Son of Darcy Jordan & Shaun Klotz
Son of Denise Wilson
Son of Calvin & Shirley Alexander
Son of E. Bloomquist & J. Cunningham
Son of Cecilia Bertetti
Daughter of Cathy & Woldy Sosnowsky
Daughter of Janet Braden
Jennifer Large & Isaac Potash
Son of Julie Bumstead
Son of Kim Cunliffe
Daughter of Shelly & Cary Esau
Daughter of Dawn Rahier
Son of Phyllis Beardsley & Grant M
Son of Scott & Cynthia Walker
Son of Randi Lund Wohlford
Son of Adella Meier
Daughter of Russell & Brenda Brown
Daughter of Marlene Stevenson
Daughter of Jocelyn Biss
Son of Glen & Linda Woods
Son of Fran Blackburn
Son of Michael & Jill Treschow
Daughter of Kerry & Sheryn Korberg
Son of Dana Klotz
Son of Neil & Linda Trenholme
Son of Shiela Barr
Son of Donald & Lynn Eek
Son of Richard & Jane Frost
Daughter of Larisa Kalin
Son of Neil & Sonya Degner
Son of Ove & Valerie Vammen
Son of Karen & Rocco Candida
Son of Natalie Ilyin
Son of Peter and Trina Siegmueller
Son of Brian & Laura Luchak
Son of Gord & Sharon Black
Son of Brigitte Truant
Son of Gladys Hardy
Son of Pam & Gary Sweetman
Son of Robbie Minion

Drug incident
Medical - Cancer
Unknown Cause
Motor vehicle accident
Unkown
Accidental - Industrial accident
Accidental
Medical—Heart
Motor vehicle accident
Premature
New Born
Unexpected death due to EpiUnknown
Suicide
Unknown
Suddenly - unknown cause
Head injury - fall
Unknown
Accidental
Drug Overdose
Unknown
Medical—Brain Aneurysm
Medical - Infection
Motor vehicle accident
Motor vehicle accident
Medical—Cancer
Suicide
Motor vehicle accident
Motor vehicle accident
Unknown
Motor cycle accident
Medical—Stomach Cancer
Unknown
Stillborn
Medical—Heart Failure
Medical—Bone cancer
Cliff jumping & hit a boat
Accidenta drowning
Unknown
Air Plane crash
Medical—Liver failure
Cancer
Unknown
Medical—Heart Disease

Son of Sandy & Paul Quinn
Son of Jean Clark
Daughter of Dan & Joy Rankin
Son of Lana Beday
Son of Jody Power

Cliff Jumping
Motor Cycle Accident
Medical—Cancer
Accidental - Electrocuted - BC
Suicide
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Angel Dates Continued:

18 August 2003 Stephanie Jodi Robak

15

Daughter of Corrine & John Robak

Motor vehicle accident

18 August 2009 Mark McLeod

49

Son of Pat & Keith McLeod

Unknown

19 August 1996 Jennifer Lynn Urton

19

Daughter of Debbie & Brian Urton

Seizure

20 August 2008 Robert Alexander

47

Son of Sharon Wallace

Medical - Long Term illness

23 August 2007 Kaela Marie Deschenes

Baby Daughter of Rachel & Christian Deschenes

Stillborn

23 August 2016 Dylan Kristian

20

Son of Cheryl Fraughton

Unknown

28-August 2006 Abby Marie

15

Daughter of Louise & Richard Caillaud

Medical—Cancer

28 August 2013 Shane Gorner

19

Son of Brenda Gorner

Workplace Accident

Birthday Wishes To
Heaven, With Love
Though we miss you
always
Each and everyday
It seems to hit us
even more
Because it is your
Birthday
We send wishes to
heaven
Carried to you upon
a prayer
To the place where you
are now
With sweet, tender love
and care

Please let me
know If you would
like your child’s
dates
Remembered or
Removed
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2-Jun-85
4-Jun-70
5-Jun-90
6-Jun-00
7-Jun-94
10-Jun-78
11-Jun-82
12-Jun-81
13-Jun-96
14-Jun-86
14-Jun-88
15-Jun-82
16-Jun-77
18-Jun-86
20-Jun-76
21-Jun-75
22-Jun-02
23-Jun-73
25 Jun 16
26-Jun-73
28 Jun 94
29-Jun-83
30-Jun-80
30-Jun-86
30-Jun-88

Thomas Scott Jeffery
Bradley Albert
Austin Blackburn
Liam George Stainton
Linden Jared
Tashanna Marie
Evan Larsen
Braden Alan Williams
Dylan Kristian
Marc Evans
Ryan Grant Handley
Stephanie Sharon
Graham John
Travis Leonard Storgaard
Michael Justin
Judd Samuel Rueben
Ronald Gallacher
Susannah Sosnowsky
Alexa Brianna Braden
Jason King
Joel Matthew
Liam Arthur Kavanagh
Douglas Frost
Jessica Lynn Esau
Andrew Scott Walker

Son on Dianne & Bill Jeffery
Son of Marlene Kish
Son of Francis Blackburn
Son of Sheila Stainton & Jay Hack
Son of Vicktoria Gyori
Daughter of Deb & Bert Ducharme
Son of Dorothy Larsen
Son of Dianne Perrier
Son of Cheryl Fraughton
Son of Marcia Evans
Son of Rosanne Arcuri
Daughter of Heather McCullough
Son of Diane & Don Christie
Son of Len & Lynn Storgaard
Son of Gord & Sharon Black
Son of Idella Meier
Son of Lily Gallacher
Daughter of Cathy & Woldy Sosnowsky
Daughter of Janet Braden
Son of Faith Penner
Son of Steve & Dallas Roshinsky
Son of Patrick & Sandra Kavanagh
Son of Richard & Jane Frost
Daughter of Shelly & Cary Esau
Son of Scott & Cynthia Walker

5-Jul-73
6-Jul-14
8-Jul-88
12-Jul-81
15-Jul-77
17-Jul-94
21-Jul-76
26-Jul-83
26-Jul-87
27-Jul-60
29-Jul-83
29-Jul-87

Robert
Dylan Cordell Hanna
Stephanie Jodi Robak
Jordan Nicole Cooper
Christina Nicole Thompson
Justin Charbonneau
Robert Graham
James Michael Sweet
Jason Degner
Glenn Alexander
Dustin Richard
Thomas Russel Milburn

Son of Becky & Ray Isaac
Son of Sherry & Rick Hanna
Daughter of Corrine & John Robak
Daughter of Shelly & Kerry Cooper
Daughter of Linda & Rick Cichon
Son of Jody Power
Son of Kathy Bigg
Son of Shelley Isaac
Son of Neil & Sonya Degner
Son of Calvin & Shirley Alexander
Son of Jim & Karen Bacon
Son of Phyllis Beardsley & Grant Milburn

1-Aug-72
8-Aug-87
10-Aug-72
11-Aug-87
17-Aug-91
22-Aug-92
23-Aug-67
23-Aug-07

Kimberly Disterwoudt
Brittany Marie Joy Mitchell
Sonja Rosette Smyth
Tanya Marie Seeley
Abby Marie
Brett Richard Abramyk
Jason Kennedy Rout
Kaela Marie Deschenes

Daughter of Carol Allenbach
Daughter of Darren & Kate Mitchell
Daughter of Rita & Errol Smyth
Daughter of Al & Carol Seeley
Daughter of Louise & Richard Caillaud
Son of Mark Richard Abramyk
Son of Petrine Paquette
Daughter of Rachel & Christian Deschenes
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Ten Tips for Handling Grief
How to deal with grief
Handling grief is certainly not easy, but I have listed 10 tips that I found helped me through my
own grief journey.
1. Be honest with your feelings. Emotions change quickly and unexpectedly in grief. Denying your feelings will not help with the healing process. Sometimes you feel empty, sometimes you feel enraged. Being
able to “read” your own emotional state, will help in handling grief.
2. Find positive ways to express your feelings. Cry as much as you need to. I personally found a variety of creative outlets helped me work through my grief. I spent time photographing images in nature that
spoke to my emotions. Although I had never written poetry before, I discovered a healing process in it.
Many people have found it helpful to start a blog about their grief experience.
3. Talk to a trusted friend. Someone who will just let you talk and not offer simplistic answers provides a
very helpful way to work through your grief.
4. Read books on grief. Books I found most helpful were books about personal experience. A Grief Observed is a classic that I really appreciated reading. However in grief, I know that even avid readers can
have a difficult time focusing. This is one reason I decided to publish Seasons of Solace. It is a book of photos and short storytelling poems that speak to the grief experience.
5. Know that it is okay to ask tough questions. The “Why” questions are a normal response to grief.
Honor these questions. I followed the outline of the Psalms of Lament to write my own questions and anger.
6. Seek out a local Hospice or Grief Share program. These groups are made up of people who are experiencing similar emotions and difficulties.
7. Do something special to honor your loved one’s memory. After my aunt died of cancer, several of
her sisters regularly walked in cancer awareness relays. For several years after my husband died, I would
buy myself special Christmas and birthday gifts. This is not something I would have done for myself, but he
would have if he were living. I also made memory books to commemorate his life. You could create an (link)
on-line memorial. Some people set up foundations in memory of their loved one to raise awareness for a
particular condition (i.e. an illness) or situation (i.e. drunk driving).
8. Find something to be grateful for each day. In The Joy of Appreciative Living author Jackie Kelm
tells about a gratitude study she performed. She found that people who wrote down three things they were
grateful for each day were noticeably happier at the end of 30 days.
9. Practice healthy lifestyle choices. Experience has told me that this is not always easy. The last thing
you will feel like doing on some days is getting out of bed to exercise. But a walk in the outdoors or a yoga
session may be just what your body needs to support your emotions in the healing journey.
10. Give yourself permission to not rush through grief. Know that grief often takes much longer than
mohttp://www.journey-through-grief.com/handling-grief.html
Lifted from ~
http://www.journey-through-grief.com/handling-grief.html

Grief can be a roller coaster
Instead of a series of stages, we might also think of the grieving process
as a roller coaster, full of ups and downs, highs and lows. Like many
roller coasters, the ride tends to be rougher in the beginning, the lows may
be deeper and longer. The difficult periods should become less intense
and shorter as time goes by, but it takes time to work through a loss. Even
years after a loss, especially at special events such as a family wedding or
the birth of a child, we may still experience a strong sense of grief.
Source: Hospice Foundation of America
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Yesterday I felt Okay
I smiled when I thought of you.
I remembered happy times
And the funny things you’d do.
But today, I feel so very sad
I think of you and cry.
I’m missing you so very much
And still asking God why?
I don’t know what will happen
When I face another day.
What will tomorrow bring?
Will I cry or be Okay?
This rollercoaster of emotions
Is the worst ride of my life.
Nothing can prepare you
For the never ending strife.
I may not handle my emotions
The way that I should do.
But I still thank the Lord
For the time I had with you.
by ~ DMN
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